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This has been a very bad summer and fall. My
thoughts often return to the footage from Kenosha,
Wisconsin, which revealed hideous violence
perpetrated on black people by police officers and
vigilantes. I felt sickened watching footage of police
shoot Jacob Blake in the back as his children sat in
the back seat of his car. It was more than alarming
to see armored vehicles whiz past a white gunman
mere minutes after he shot and killed protesters in
the street.
Locally, it was simply revolting to see the Trump
Train of military style vehicles roll through the
campus, packed with Confederate flag-waving men
(and some women) spewing vulgarities on a sunny
afternoon before Labor Day.
I imagine the pain, anger, confusion, frustration, and
even hopelessness our students might feel. In our
work as educators, we must keep at the forefront
the understanding that Gettysburgians of color
often do not experience the small-town warmth
that they were promised upon enrolling. They too
often face hostility when shopping for shampoo at
Walmart, grabbing a Gatorade at 7-11, or merely
walking through town after dark. Some experience
racial animus in the classroom and in social settings.
As a library staff, we have talked about how we can
be instrumental in helping create a better climate
for our students of color. We are committed to
making Musselman Library a place of refuge and

support by critically examining our spaces, our
purchasing, our hiring, our internship programs,
and yes, even our cataloging practices.
We are committed to critically evaluating our own
actions and asking, “What more can each of us
do to provide opportunities for any student who
feels marginalized?”
In this issue, you will learn how difficult it was for
African American students attending Gettysburg
College in the 1960s, 1970s and well into the
2000s, as exemplified by 2009 graduate Edmund
Hardy who describes his move-in day at the
Diaspora House. He recalls how members of
the fraternity next door yelled obscenities as he
and other African-Americans carried belongings
into their residence hall. Raymond Lee, Class of
1961 remembers running for class treasurer and
having his political posters defaced with “KKK”.
Jim Hyman, Class of 1969, was relegated to a
tiny, single room, alone on the fourth floor of Old
Dorm, away from other students. You will also
find a profile of campus activist and leader Buddy
Glover, Class of 1971.
We know their stories, and those of other AfricanAmerican and Jewish alumni, thanks to the
resourcefulness of Archives Assistant and Oral
History Program Manager Devin McKinney. He
has recorded these often-disturbing accounts and
added them to our growing oral history archive.
continued on page 27

On the Cover: George Leo Frankenstein (b.1825), Field Sketch of the
Town of Gettysburg (June-August, 1866). Oil on paper.
After serving in the Commissary Department of the Union Army during
the Civil War, Frankenstein visited all the major battlefields to document
those landscapes before they changed. He traveled over 3,000 miles,
much of it on foot, painting scenes of Appomattox, Shiloh, Fredericksburg,
Chickamauga, and Gettysburg. This field sketch is part of a collection of
Frankenstein’s original paintings in Special Collections. See related story
on page 5.
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Fall Semester 2020:
By the numbers
68

Hours open per week

169

Research paper consultations
offered by reference and special
collections librarians

136

Books mailed to off-campus
students and faculty

7,425

EAST volumes moved to
offsite storage

1,145

Completed Muss-To-Go
requests

90

128

Instruction sessions
delivered via Zoom

15

Student assistants onsite

271

New E-books purchased

Student visitors in
Special Collections for
primary-source research

1,038

Films linked or digitized

11

Courses using open
educational resources
(OER) saving

402

students more than

$500,000

Money students saved
since 2013 because
their professors adopted
Open Textbooks instead
of commercial ones

$75,000
this semester
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L IBRA R Y

NEWs
New Services Here to Stay
Muss-To-Go. Students and faculty love the library’s new Muss-To-Go service, which makes it possible to
order your books from the online catalog and have them delivered to a pick-up shelf in the library lobby.
Students studying remotely can also use this service. The library will ship their book along with a prepaid
return label. They can also select the “Request a chapter or pages” button and library staff will scan and
send a PDF.
Safe Check-out. For those who prefer to browse,
you can still check out at the circulation desk. To
manage this transaction as safely as possible, we
have installed clear acrylic shields. Patrons hold their
College ID card up to a target marked on the shield,
and an employee (see Jackie Pina Perez ’24 at right)
scans the ID and the book’s barcode.
Cupola Update. Since August, we have posted
93 new faculty and student works to The Cupola
(our institutional repository for scholarship and
creative work). The Cupola is also hosting two
new publications, both produced by Public Policy
Department students. “Criminal Justice Updates,” under the editorship of Haley Shultz ’21, is up and
running. A new scholarly journal called The Gettysburg Journal for Public Policy is in launch mode. Its first
issue is expected in Spring 2021.
Looking EAST. Musselman Library is close to capacity in the number of books that can fit on the shelves.
Even our offsite storage facility is filling up fast. To address this space shortage and support a distributed
print retention model for books, the library has joined the Eastern Academic
Scholars Trust (EAST). Along with 74 other institutions, we have agreed to
keep certain unique titles and lend them to other EAST libraries for 15
years with the ability to renew. This arrangement saves us space, and
greatly expands our borrowing and lending network for print books.
There are approximately 53,000 books on our “keep” list—books that
we agree not to discard.
Micro-tours. Because of Covid-19, the library could not offer its
usual, elaborate first-year orientation in August. Instead, librarians
provided 15-minute micro-tours that covered the essentials of using
library resources, followed by a self-guided walking tour. Sessions
were limited to three students at a time to ensure safe social
distancing
Mask Up. Anyone entering the library must wear a mask. Even
Mr. Lincoln follows the rules.
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LI B R A R Y

NEWs
Student Studies Library Culture during Pandemic
Gauri Mangala ’21 has been
spending a lot of time in the
library this semester, but
not for the usual reasons.
As a student in Professor
Donna Perry’s cultural
anthropology class, Mangala
had to examine the culture
of an organization affected
by COVID-19. She chose
Musselman Library.
She attended department meetings and conducted
interviews with staff members, interns and
student assistants working on the front lines at
the circulation desk. Of her time spent in the
library, Mangala noted how much the vibrancy
had disappeared. Musselman Library is normally
a busy, social space, especially on floors where
collaboration in encouraged. That has all gone away
in the age of social distancing. Instead, it is nearly
silent, tables are spaced far apart, and students sit
quietly, masked, working in isolation.

When asked how her experience in the library
as an anthropologist was different from her
experience as a student, Mangala said, “There
are parts of the library that I just haven’t had to
think about as a student.” She was astonished at
all the COVID precautions put in place to protect
library users and staff, from Plexiglas shields to
sanitation carts and a book quarantine area for
returned items.
She described Musselman Library’s ethos as
one of change and adaptation, noting a high
degree of resiliency. “The library has always
been a space that I have felt comfortable
in, throughout my time at Gettysburg. With
everything happening on campus this semester,
it is normal that a senior like me would be facing
some burnout, and possibly falling out of love
with Gettysburg. This research and my time spent
talking to employees of the library has definitely
reminded me of why I came here and what I love
about this place.”

Flashback
Librarians working with faculty
to support remote learning is
nothing new. This entry from
the 1910 Faculty Minutes tells
a story of cooperation.
At the regular weekly faculty meeting on June 2,
1910, Clare McLean Davis, from Williamsport, PA,
a Classical Course Junior, was given permission
to take up to five books out of the library for the
summer, with suitable security (whatever that
means).
Special Collections assistant and former College
Registrar Ron Couchman has unearthed this and
other interesting tidbits, as he transcribes minutes
of early twentieth century faculty meetings. He

notes, “At that time, the faculty were heavily
involved in all kinds of situations involving
students -- monitoring their absences and
disciplining them for improper behavior, including
visiting pool halls. Also, faculty were called upon
to approve athletic events and even assist in
developing a student government.”
Couchman promises more “flashbacks” in
newsletters to come.
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L IBRA R Y

NEWs
Mapping the Battlefield

R.C. Miessler, Systems Librarian, and Fortenbaugh
intern Shannon Zeltmann ’21 visited the
Gettysburg battlefield this autumn to photograph
the landscape that inspired select paintings by
George Leo Frankenstein in 1866. The library has
29 of Frankenstein’s original oil-on-paper works.
Zeltmann located the approximate coordinates that
matched where Frankenstein painted, then she
and Miessler attempted to recreate the views with
modern photographic equipment.
Zeltmann and Miessler will stitch the photos into
panoramas and superimpose them over the
original paintings to illustrate how the landscape
has changed in 154 years. The “then and now”

juxtaposed photographs and paintings will be
featured on a website Zeltmann is developing.
When Frankenstein painted Cemetery Gate
(above), he set up his easel on the highest
elevation of East Cemetery Hill with a view
facing southwest. Rock outcroppings in the
foreground are still visible today. The gatehouse
to Evergreen Cemetery, constructed in 1855, is
prominent. Used as the cemetery caretaker’s
home, it was occupied by Peter and Elizabeth
Thorn and their family during the Civil War.
The conspicuous poplar tree in the center is
evident in many post-battle photographs, but
it no longer stands. The structure on the right
is the office for the Soldiers National Cemetery,
constructed after the battle. Carriage paths
through the new cemetery are evident. In the far
distance is South Mountain.
The present-day gatehouse is visible in the upper
right, behind where Miessler and Zeltmann are
photographing.
Oil on paper is a fragile medium. Thanks to a
generous gift from Joseph A. ’75 and Susan
Abercrombie Biernat ’77, the library has been
able to work with a professional conservation
laboratory to stabilize and preserve four of
Frankenstein’s detailed works.
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African-Americans at Gettysburg College:
An Oral History Project
Since 2015, Special Collections has been gathering oral histories with African-American alumni. Though focused
attention is given to the individual’s relationship with the College, each life is surveyed in depth, from childhood to
maturity, covering family, education, and career, lessons learned and wisdoms won—in the person’s own words.
Here’s a sampling from these rich and expansive journeys through lives that have shaped the history of
Gettysburg College.
RAYMOND LEE ’61

•

“I found out once I got there that I was the third African-American in the history of
the school. The first one, Rudy Featherstone, graduated in ’56, and Don Hailey was
a senior, a football player. That’s where things were when I arrived at age 17.”
“I ran for treasurer, got me a cadre of people who were supporting me, and they
helped me make signs. Some signs were put up in Old Dorm, and they had ‘KKK’
[scrawled] on them. They put out a call for whoever did that, but obviously, nobody
was going to stick their head up.”
“Each year there was one additional African-American. In my
senior year, John Wilkerson was a junior, Ron Council was
a sophomore, and Snuffy Parsons was a freshman. I guess
Gettysburg was rationing them out.”
“I’m living on the campus, and eating at the Dining Hall, for
the most part. We’d go to the diner by the railroad track and
get a cup of coffee in the middle of the night, or, as seniors,
grab a beer up at The Pub. There was no place in Gettysburg I
couldn’t go to.”
“I looked at [the College] as trying to—I’ll use a trite phrase—
do the right thing. I got a good educational background
in what I wanted to do. That was the Gettysburg that I
remember.”

•

•
•
•

JIM HYMAN ’69; Admissions Counselor, 1969–1970

•

“I lived in Old Dorm. There was one single 		
room on the fourth floor; it was mine. I
assumed that was deliberate. But I was glad I 		
had it. It was sort of a safe space for me.”
“I remember going to the freshman dance. I
grew up on Motown and jazz. When we
went to a dance in the community, most
of the numbers were slow—a lot of grinding and whatnot. I
saw these kids just hopping and flailing around, and I thought,
‘What the hell—?’ I didn’t stay very long.”
“There was the dynamic of everyone knowing me, and me not
being able to reciprocate. There was this issue of my occasionally

•

•
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•
•

being asked to be the [Black] representative, which put me in a difficult spot. There was the exotic nature of
my being there, where people wanted to spend time with me because of me being exotic.”
“You can get to a situation where you’re not sure where you ultimately belong. I think it’s one of the
things that made me decide to stay for another year and recruit African-American students. I was
painfully aware that there weren’t enough people of color at the College, and that the College needed
to do something concerted about that.”
“I don’t think I ever regretted being there. But there were times when it didn’t feel good.”

HALBERT R. CARMICHAEL, JR. ’74

•

“A lot of the African-American students had never lived in an environment where 		
people didn’t look like them—where they were the other. If you don’t have a strong
sense of who you are, that can consume you. Little threats or little slights can 		
become major threats and major slights, and
your confidence can get challenged.”
“I didn’t have any professors that were mean
to me, or that I felt discriminated against me,
or that I felt graded me harder than anybody else.”
“I felt the school was making a sincere effort to recruit AfricanAmerican students. But they did not know what they needed
to support them, to encourage them, to enable them to be
successful. Now it’s different, and they’ve built an infrastructure
to help kids transition from where they were to where they are.”
“I learned how to survive in a white world at Gettysburg.”

•

•
•

DONALD L. COOPER, JR. ’74

•

“They would send you a packet. In that packet was the freshman dink. The 		
instructions said to put this damn hat on, and so I put the hat on! I’ll never forget:
my father drops me off at the Student Union. There’s Buddy Glover, and there’s Jim
Hyman. They see this Black guy coming there with a freshman dink on his head. They
didn’t even tell me to take it off.”
“Coming to Gettysburg meant the world to me because of what I came from. I had
plenty of food to eat, and that was cool to me. Had a bedroom, had a bookcase, had
a desk. Had a card that I could show and go places, a town I could discover, people I could talk to. It
took me out of East Baltimore and put me into another world.”
“I did not feel any prejudice or racism from the students. I felt
it more from the faculty. This old white guy with a smirk on his
face says, ‘Here’s a card—write down your major. Do you know
what your major is?’ ‘Economics.’ ‘Do you know how to spell
that?’”
“The College has to understand that if they want to have a
hand in someone’s success, they have to take them from
one level to another level. For some kids, it’s here to here;
other kids, here to here. If Gettysburg wants to reach a higher
calling, and not be a school that does everything online, it has

•

•
•
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•

to understand that it’s just as much to be proud of, taking someone from here to here, as it is to take
somebody from here to here.”
“The Black experience at Gettysburg was an experience of helping each other graduate from Gettysburg.”
CYRUS TRIBUE ’77

•
•

“One thing that surprised me was having classmates tell me, ‘I’ve never met a Black
		 person in my life.’”
“What excited me was the size of the class. You walk in, there are 15 to 20 students,
		 and the professor is having a conversation with them. As kids say today, you 		
		 wouldn’t get ‘lost in the sauce.’ You felt they paid attention to you.”
“My parents would prepare a Sunday dinner plate of whatever they were having, 		
and they would drive up to the campus [from York, PA]. My friends in the dorm
would yell, ‘Trib, your parents are here!’ My
younger brothers were eight and six; they knew where my
room was, and they would run in to visit. My parents were
coming to see what I was doing, but they were also making sure
that my brothers knew what the college experience was about.”
“Gettysburg always did things to expose their students to the
greater world. I got a chance to meet Alex Haley—he talked
about Roots. Afterwards, we went upstairs in the Student
Union, and I had the chance to spend 90 minutes just talking
with Alex Haley.”

•

•

EDMUND HARDY ’09

•

“I chose not to go to Yale because of [admissions counselor] Darryl Jones. He was
always there, pushing: ‘Where are you at with your application? How are things going
at home? How are your classes?’ It felt like Darryl was there for me.”
“Dean [Pete] Curry was always around. The 		
same thing with Dr. [Sylvia] Asante. If it
wasn’t for [them], I don’t think I would’ve 		
made it past my first year here.”
“I was living in Diaspora House, and there was a fraternity next
door, yelling obscene words because we were moving in. I
brought it up to Res. Life, and they didn’t seem to want to do
anything. So I walked in to Pres. Kate Will and said, ‘This has got
to change. Either you help make the change, or we will do it for
you.’ I think she was a little stunned. But there comes a time
where enough is enough, and something has to be done.”
“I wouldn’t say I’m an activist. I’m always wondering: how can I make something better, or how can I
make things better for people that may come after me, to move it forward?”

•

•
•

Full transcripts of these and other interviews are available at GettDigital. Any alumni interested in being part of
this project should contact Archives Assistant Devin McKinney at dmckinne@gettysburg.edu.
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Spotlight: Buddy Glover
Buddy Glover ’71 began building his Gettysburg
legacy as a freshman, in the fall of 1967. Hailing
from Lancaster, PA, the son of a steelworker and
a nurse, he was one of four African-American
students recruited through the Upward Bound
program, known informally as “Prep.” By the time he
graduated, he was on the Dean’s List, and the last of
the Prep recruits still at Gettysburg.
In his four years at the College, Glover distinguished
himself as student, activist, writer, and mentor.
In the years since, he has been the recipient of a
Distinguished Alumni Award and a valued patron of
Special Collections.
A standout on the McCaskey High School football
team, Glover found his dreams of pro ball dashed
by a broken ankle in his senior year. “That forced
me to say, ‘You’re not just going to get some college
ride,’” he said in a 2015 interview with Archives
Assistant Devin McKinney. “‘You’re going to have to
start working.’”
Not one to wallow in disappointment, Glover—
who credits his mother with instilling his love of
education—hit the books. Given Gettysburg’s lack
of tutoring or other supports for students of color,
it wasn’t easy. But after failing a history course and
deciding, as a challenge, to major in history, he rose
to the demand of a daunting curriculum.
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Buddy Glover as a sophomore,
November 1968.

“I saw history as something that could help
prepare my future. Everything I took I could
shape toward becoming an activist. And I did.”
Glover was shaken by the events of 1968. “There
were some people cheering” on campus the day
Martin Luther King was killed, he recalls. “I didn’t
feel good being in this white setting. So I got out.”
That weekend, Glover “went home and became a
social activist.”
Bringing that activism back to Gettysburg, he
joined Malcolm X’s Black Hand Society of the

World, and co-founded what became the Black
Student Union. (See story, p. 12). He broke bread
with Gettysburg’s Black community, and co-wrote
and edited Black Awareness, a raw, angry ‘zine
comprising essays, poetry, cartoons, and cultural
comment. It was the College’s first publication by
and for Black students, and Glover still remembers
“the impact that sent across the campus. We only
ever did two issues—that was enough.” His research
papers, with titles like “Abraham Lincoln: Racist or
Realist?” and “A Third-World View of Far East Policy,”
were more politically provocative, and certainly more
racially aware, than Gettysburg’s history professors
were accustomed to.

I had climbed a mountain and gotten done on
time. I knew the promise of the future was there.”

Living in the Ice House complex as a junior and
senior, Glover turned his apartment into a kind of
cultural center. “The Black House,” as it became
known, was a place of fun, learning, and community
for Black students. Halbert R. Carmichael, Jr. ’74 saw
Glover as “a mentor, a stabilizing force . . . He was
the guy you went to. He was the rock on campus
with us.”

In 2018, Glover gave Special Collections the loan
of his personal archive—photos, documents,
correspondence, and other materials dating
back to his teens. These were used in several
hands-on class sessions, and in digital projects on
diversity and activism at the College created by
Lauren White ’18 and Ivana Lopez Espinosa ’19.
They were also digitized by student employees
Lauren Bradford ’18 and Jeremy Porter ’20.

Come graduation day, Glover was the only Black
student left in his class. Sad that the kids he’d
entered with weren’t there, he also “felt glad that

After Gettysburg, Glover earned a master’s
degree in education at Millersville University,
and administrative credentials at the University
of Pennsylvania. As the first African-American
principal in the Lancaster School District, he
became well-known for visiting, on foot, the
homes of each of his students every year. He
retired in 2004, after 33 years as a galvanizing
and beloved mentor whose influence was felt by
thousands of students and several generations of
families.

The materials show aspects of College history
in the late Sixties and early Seventies—not one
but several Black cultures; the
bond between Black students
and families of the Third Ward—
that the College itself did little
or nothing to document. That
that evidence survives, thanks
to Buddy Glover, is one part of
a legacy that has continued to
lengthen and deepen.

Buddy Glover showing his scrapbook to (from left) Lauren White ‘18,
Ivana Lopez Espinosa ’19 and Devin McKinney, Archives Assistant and Oral History
program manager, in Special Collections, April 2018.

Buddy Glover would have stood
out anywhere. But by his own
recounting, it was at Gettysburg
College that he became his own
man. “It all came together here,”
he has said—a fact in which all
Gettysburgians may take great
pride.
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A CONTINUING FIGHT: The Black Student Union
Since its founding more than
50 years ago, the Black Student
Union at Gettysburg College has
grown in size and reach. But it
has always followed its mission
of representing African-American
culture and issues on campus, and
of giving community and voice to its
members.
The BSU’s first incarnation, Black
Unity Now, was formed in early
1968. Co-founder Buddy Glover
’71 (see story, p. 10) envisioned “a
strong, unified Black organization”
whose main goal was to increase
Black enrollment. Renamed the
Afro-American Society in 1969, the
group expanded its focus to include
cultural offerings, Black Studies
courses, and outreach to youth in Gettysburg’s
Third Ward. “Our whole thing,” says Glover, “was
to become social activists with the children of the
community. Getting them into tutoring, being a
presence with them.”
By 1971, the rechristened Black Student Union
had a growing membership and Student Senate
funding. In the Seventies, it sponsored an annual
Black Arts Festival (a celebration of Afrocentric
painting, dance, music, and literature), raised funds
each Thanksgiving to buy turkeys for Adams County
families, and brought such luminaries as poet Nikki
Giovanni, activist Dick Gregory, and author Alex
Haley to Gettysburg.
Beyond its programming, the group was crucial as
an existing community—“a unifying bond,” in the
words of Suzanne Johnson ’72—for Black students,
most of whom came to Gettysburg from big cities
and felt isolated on the homogeneous, rural
campus. Gwendolyn King ’75 spoke for others too
when she said, “I just needed to be with folks who
looked like me.” Cyrus Tribue ’77 joined the BSU
after meeting older members at orientation. “They
12

The Black Student Union, April 22, 1974.

were a good group,” he says. “They definitely had
diverse points of view. You had the jocks, and
you had people that weren’t jocks. People had
different beliefs, with regard to where they came
from.”
Black enrollment declined at the College in
the 1980s, with a corresponding dip in BSU
membership; a brief change of name, to the
Minority Student Union, indicated a broadening
of base. But numbers stabilized through the
Nineties, as new programs were instituted and
connections made with national BSU networks.
The springtime Step Show—a dance competition
between African-American fraternities
and sororities from regional colleges and
universities—became a popular tradition, as did
annual talent and fashion shows. Notable leaders
like Stokely Carmichael, Shirley Chisholm, and
Mpho Tutu, daughter of Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, were brought to campus by the BSU.
After the millennium, the group entered a new
phase under president Monique Mathews
’06—now Monique Gore, Director of MultiCultural Programming and Outreach. “Working

A recent group discussion focused on toxic
masculinity’s effect on Black women; an
upcoming one will bring BSU members together
with Black faculty. Vigils and demonstrations
have rallied the campus’ support of Black Lives
Matter. With Civil Rights under attack and white
supremacism ascendant, the group has shone a
light on systemic racism and police brutality.

Rally for Tolerance, April 27, 1994.

with Monique helped to propel me,” says Edmund
Hardy ’09. “She showed me what it really meant to
change things.” Serving first as the BSU’s program
coordinator and ultimately as its vice-president,
Hardy feels Gettysburg underwent a “dramatic
change” in those years. By 2010, the College had its
first NAACP chapter, and its first African-American
Greek letter organizations.
Today the BSU, with 37 charter members led
by business major Kayode Balogun ’22, is longestablished as one of Gettysburg’s most forthright
and dynamic student groups. Members’ majors cover
the full range of arts and sciences, and
their hometowns spread from large
cities to small towns, from the UK to
Nigeria. “Most of our members identify
as African-American or Afro-Latinx,”
Balogun says, pointing out that dozens
of non-members from across the
campus spectrum also engage with
BSU activities. (Membership is open to
all.)
BSU events are among the College’s
most eclectic and imaginative. Last
Halloween, a costume contest was
held via Instagram, along with a game
night for students still on campus.
This past spring, a “White Faces, Black
Spaces” workshop enabled “an open
conversation on the meaning of
‘Black spaces’” vis-à-vis the College’s
prevailing white culture.

Like everyone, BSU members are navigating the
restrictions placed by COVID-19 on personal
contact. “We aren’t meeting nearly as much as
we usually do,” Balogun says. “But this isn’t a
tremendous issue, because at the end of the day,
we have love for each other, like a family.”
Black students at Gettysburg have often had to
function in the face of both passive and active
racism, some of it unspeakable. Much of what
the BSU is focused on today should have been
settled long ago. Sadly, that means its social
criticism and political activism are as important
now as they’ve ever been.

BSU on the steps of Pennsylvania Hall, 2014, (Facebook)
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A SIGN OF THE TIMES: The Knoxville Exchange
1963—a watershed year for race in America—
saw the assassination of Medgar Evers,
Martin Luther King’s March on Washington,
James Meredith integrating the University
of Mississippi, and the Birmingham church
bombing. For many at Gettysburg College,
where only four Black students were enrolled,
those events were easily ignored. For a handful,
they were a spur to creating the first significant
interracial program in the College’s history.
Student swaps between Black and white
institutions had existed for years. Why not at
Gettysburg? With guidance from the United
Negro College Fund and Chaplain John
Vannorsdall, members of the College’s Lutheran
Student Association spent most of 1964
corresponding with Black colleges, and raising
funds to bring two students to campus for a year.
(The timeframe was later shortened to a week.)
The decisive connection came from English
professor Mary Margaret Stewart, whose father was
on the board of Presbyterian-affiliated Knoxville
College in Tennessee. Founded in 1875, Knoxville
was half the size of Gettysburg, but it likewise
carried an “A” academic rating from the Association
of Colleges.
Discussions were held, and an agreement reached.
Exchange groups would be coed, consisting of
sophomores and juniors in good academic standing.
Transportation would be covered by the sending
institution, room and board by the host school. The
program was named “Operation First Step.”
On April 3, 1965, seven Gettysburg students,
accompanied by history professor Norman
Forness, left for Knoxville; the next day, eight
Knoxville students, plus a faculty adviser, arrived at
Gettysburg. The Knoxville students lodged in dorms
or fraternities. In addition to classes, their itinerary
included Student Senate meetings, Greek functions,
group discussions, and down-time at student
hangouts.
14

The two groups met at the College Cabin in November 1966.
Gilbert Taylor (center), director of Knoxville’s College Center,
chats with Myra-Anita Taylor ’67 (right) of Gettysburg.

At Knoxville, the Gettysburgians were welcomed
with receptions, recitals, dinners, and a tour of
the city. “We were much embraced,” says Ed
Whetstone ’67. “My roommate was a nice guy,
and we went to a lot of meals in the cafeteria
together. I had my first hominy and grits there.”
At times, Whetstone became keenly aware of
his white perspective and privilege. One Black
professor remembered weeping as a boy
when a white teacher described Robert E. Lee’s
death. “The professor said, ‘I shouldn’t have
been weeping. I should have been glad.’ I don’t
know, but he may have been telling this for my
sake.” In a forum at week’s end, Whetstone and
others answered questions about Gettysburg.
“I remember being embarrassed that our
college had so many more resources, activities,
advantages.”
The program—soon renamed the Knoxville
Exchange—was found to be worth continuing.
But while it was, as participants attest, “eyeopening,” time would reveal its inherent flaws.
For one thing, there were unacknowledged
antipathies on both sides. “I don’t think the
students at Knoxville or at Gettysburg wanted

the opposite delegation to be there, for the
most part,” says Gary Graham ’68, chairman
of Operation First Step in 1965, and an
exchanger the following year. He estimates
that 95 percent of the Knoxvillians he met in
spring 1966 “were either indifferent or actively
negative about the exchange.”
For Gettysburgians, the swap occurred in a
bubble of pleasantries and protections. Even
in April 1968, when Martin Luther King was
assassinated in Memphis and Black protests
erupted nationwide, the white students felt
sheltered at Knoxville. “Little or no overt
negative reaction toward [them] was noticed,”
The Gettysburgian reported. Nonetheless, after
King’s murder, the Knoxville faculty voted not
to send students to Gettysburg again—though
Gettysburg students were welcome to return to
Knoxville, and did, in November 1968.
The faculty then reversed its decision, and in April
1969 the exchange again ran both ways. But its

In March 1967, exchangers partied at the Gettysburg apartment
of Chapel intern Victor Myers.

days were numbered. Buddy Glover ’71 believed
the program would “only be beneficial when
Gettysburg takes a different brand of student
down”—not, he implied, the earnest liberal, but
the apathetic, reluctant, or bigoted student.
Those were the eyes that needed opening.

Exchangers share a log in the Tennessee woods, April 1969.
Left to right: Emily Futch ’72, Eric Henderson of Knoxville; Lois Davis Hely ’72; Greg Koons ’72;
Stetson Eddy ’72; Beth Parr ’71; and Art Williams of Knoxville.

America had changed
enormously since 1964,
and programs like the
Knoxville Exchange, which
were finally more about
white enrichment than
Black empowerment, now
seemed outdated. The
Knoxville faculty reversed
itself again, announcing
that the spring 1969
exchange would be the
last. Lois Davis Hely
’72, who took part,
says, “I don’t remember
anybody being anything
but hospitable and
welcoming. I felt I was
learning so much—and
I was a little depressed,
actually, about how
things were ever going to
get better.
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“For us, it was real. But I remember thinking, ‘What
are they getting from this?’”
“I imagine that we saw it as a greater benefit
than they did,” says political science professor
emeritus Ken Mott, faculty companion to both
1968 exchanges. “They grew up in a predominantly
white country, and I think that was probably the
major difference. ‘Why should we hike all the way to
Gettysburg to get more of the same?’”
The Knoxville Exchange leaves an equivocal legacy.
Reminiscent of Sixties relics like Brotherhood
Week and TV specials on “the Negro problem,” it

exemplifies a do-gooderism that was easy to
mock even at the time. Yet whatever its root
misconceptions, it demonstrated the desire
of people living in very different Americas to
connect across an increasingly great divide.
It was, in all respects—idealism and naïveté,
modest success and inevitable ending—very
much a sign of its time.
“It was a feeble first step,” says Graham. “Maybe
a necessary first step. We knew we had to do it—
but we didn’t know what ‘it’ was.”

BLACK VOICES MATTER:
African-American Speakers & Performers
Many great African-American writers, musicians, politicians, and activists have come to Gettysburg College over
the decades to share their works and words with our students. Here are some noteworthy appearances.

Writers

Gettysburg students have been exposed to some of the most
vital creative and scholarly voices in America. The eminent
historian John Hope Franklin, author of From Slavery to
Freedom, spoke at the College in 1965 and in 2000. The Black
Student Union hosted poet Nikki Giovanni (right) in 1972, and
the legendary Maya Angelou read her poetry on campus in
1991. Invited to speak in 1974, journalist Alex Haley met with
Black students and described his work in progress on the history
of an African-American family—which was published two years
later as Roots. (See Cyrus Tribue’s memory, p. 9.)

Activists

For 70 years, Gettysburg College has been a forum for some of the country’s most forceful and influential
Civil Rights advocates. In 1950, long before he gained recognition as a top adviser to Martin Luther King,
Bayard Rustin spoke in Weidensall Hall about the ethics of pacifism. Floyd McKissick, National Director
of the Congress of Racial Equality, gave a hard-hitting and controversial address in 1967. Comedianactivist Dick Gregory brought his politics of humor to campus in 1973 and again in 1977. Eighties
students witnessed powerful speeches from two veterans of late-Sixties activism, Kwame Toure (Stokely
Carmichael) (1987) and Angela Davis (1988). In 2000, professor, scholar, and author Cornel West spoke
in Christ Chapel on “The Transformation of America as it Relates to Race, Gender, and Class.”
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Leaders

Some of the most important Black leaders
in government and politics have spoken at
Gettysburg, beginning in 1941, when NAACP
field secretary E. Frederick Morrow—later
Administrative Officer for Special Projects in the
Eisenhower administration—asked, “Can a Negro
Be an American?”
Shirley Chisholm, feminist, Congresswoman
from New York, and first Black woman to
run for president, addressed the College
community in 1972 and 1983. Southern Christian
Leadership Conference organizer and Georgia
Representative (and later US ambassador to
the United Nations) Andrew Young spoke
here in 1976, supporting the presidential candidacy of Jimmy Carter. Colin Powell addressed themes of
leadership in 1994, just after stepping down as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The same year, the College awarded an honorary degree for public service to original Freedom Rider and
US Representative from Georgia John Lewis, (above with President Gordon A. Haaland). And in 2014,
Julian Bond, co-founder of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and former chairman of the
NAACP, delivered the keynote address at the 31st annual Fall Convocation.

Musicians

When The Duke Ellington (left) Orchestra played
Gettysburg’s All-School Dance on May 13, 1949, it fulfilled
what The Gettysburgian called “students’ long-unrealized
dream.” Indeed, the College had never hosted a more
legendary musician—nor has it since.
Other jazz greats who have played Gettysburg include Count
Basie (1958), Coleman Hawkins (1966), and Dizzy Gillespie
(1986). Roots music has been represented by blues singer
Josh White (1961 and 1964), Chicago blues legends Muddy
Waters (1972) and Willie Dixon (1974), and folk-rocker
Richie Havens (1996). Reggae fans have turned out for Ziggy
Marley (1998), and rap fans for Busta Rhymes (1999).
On October 22, 1965, The Isley Brothers played the InterFraternity Council dance. At least one person who was there
remembers the R&B band’s guitarist. “There was this guy
playing behind his back and with his teeth,” says Greg Layton
’69. “We were watching him and going, ‘Wha—?’ Turns out it
was Jimi Hendrix.”
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bookshelf
With social activities on hold and most travel impossible, these past months have been a time to hunker down
with a good book. Our staff recommends some favorites—as well as favorite podcasts, if you prefer to listen.
The Annotated Persuasion 		
by Jane Austen; annotated
by David M. Shapard
During the pandemic, I have taken
deeper dives into familiar reads.
For example, I decided to pick up
an annotated copy of Jane Austen’s
Persuasion. The entire left page was
the story and the right page held the annotations.
I loved knowing that within each page of the
story were bits of history, human nature, and
allusions that made this reading of the novel a new
experience.
Persuasion is about the long agonizing wait for a
better life to emerge. Like Anne Elliot, we will get
through it. – Carolyn Sautter, Director of Special
Collections.
The Dark Valley: A Panorama of
the 1930s by Piers Brendon
This mammoth account of the last
century’s darkest decade—a time
strikingly, depressingly relevant to
our own—opens with the stock
market crash, closes on the eve of
World War II, and encompasses
every geopolitical conflict of the years in between.
Brendon employs military, economic, political, and
literary analysis to comprehend Hitler’s rise, FDR’s
New Deal, Mussolini’s Ethiopian invasion, Stalin’s
Great Purges, the Spanish Civil War, the Rape of
Nanking, and the decay of the British Empire.
He paints incisive portraits of not just the leaders
but also many dozens of subalterns, strategists,
antagonists, and intriguers; he describes their
clothes, their food, their rooms, their minds. All
historical nonfiction should be this vivid, deep, and
readable. – Devin McKinney, Archives Assistant
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Mexican Gothic 			
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
While gothic horror is not my
usual genre, my virtual (pandemic)
book club picked Mexican Gothic
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia. We have
intentionally chosen fiction written
by a female author or featuring a
strong female character. Moreno-Garcia’s writing
is beautifully descriptive prose, painting a vivid
picture of the 1950s Mexico in which this novel
takes place. There are certainly elements in this
novel that generate horror (and plenty of it), but
it was the character-driven mystery I found most
compelling. – Klara Shives, Acquisitions Librarian
Red Rising by Pierce Brown
At the beginning of the lockdown
I read the Red Rising trilogy by
Pierce Brown. It is brutal, violent,
and dystopian, which made
for good escapist reading that
matched the general feeling
of uneasiness that we were all
feeling. It is an immersive read with interesting
characters and unexpected shifts in power and
direction. – Amy Lucadamo, College Archivist
Severance by Ling Ma
I wasn’t sure I was up for reading
a contemporary novel set amidst
a global pandemic, while we’re
actually living through a pandemic,
but this book was immersive and
thought-provoking in the best
way. There are parallels between
real life in 2020 and this fictional world: the illness
begins in China; twentysomethings disregard
the news, don’t social-distance, and just want to
party; and millions of people begin to work from
home, while others lose their jobs as businesses
fold. There are enough differences that the

novel didn’t trigger additional anxiety for me – for
example, the fictional virus causes humans to
spike a fever and then turn into repetitive zombies.
One of the strongest themes is the connection
between capitalism and the illness. The virus
plotline is layered over the immigrant story of the
protagonist and her parents, who immigrated from
China. A timely and contemplative read. – Janelle
Wertzberger, Assistant Dean and Director of
Scholarly Communications
Transcendent Kingdom 		
by Yaa Gyasi
This lyrical novel about family,
grief, addiction, and belonging
centers on Gifty, the daughter of
immigrants from Ghana who settle
in Huntsville, Alabama. It jumps
back and forth between Gifty’s
childhood in the South, where she was raised in
an evangelical Christian church, and her young

adulthood as a PhD candidate in neuroscience in
California, as she tries to reconcile her spiritual
and scientific beliefs. It is both heartbreaking and
heartwarming, and beautifully crafted. – Beth
Carmichael, Acquisitions and Cataloging Assistant
Upstream: Selected Essays by
Mary Oliver
I ordered this collection of essays
in March 2020. If nothing else, the
title felt “fitting” for a pandemic
lockdown. I was drawn to the
concept of short essays about
the outdoors, and our (my) role
in it. I have been rewarded with Oliver’s musings
on the journey toward learning who we are and
what we are meant to do and become. Her stated
influence of Walt Whitman has prompted me
to add his work to my TBR list. – Natalie Hinton,
Director of User Services

Articles of Interest
This is a spinoff from the 99% Invisible podcast and focuses in on the
history of clothing and other aspects of dress. The episodes are about 30
minutes in length and the host is great about weaving together personal
stories with the social and cultural history of dress as well as the behindthe-scenes of manufacturing and marketing. The perfume episode was
fascinating! Kerri Odess-Harnish, Director of Research and Instruction
Revisionist History
Malcolm Gladwell probes the seemingly insignificant to uncover
great truths about humanity and society. A few examples include the
LSAT’s emphasis on speed; dining competition among elite liberal arts
colleges; the status quo of philanthropy; Texan politics and the semi-colon; and what libraries and
museums have in common with J.R.R. Tolkien. Each podcast is approximately 45 minutes and perfect for a
commute, run, or brisk autumn walk. – Jeremy Garskof, Director of Technical Services

podcasts

The Last Archive
I recently discovered The Last Archive, hosted by Harvard historian Jill Lepore. In 10 episodes, Lepore
details historical narratives that illustrate how we think about facts, predictions, testimony, privacy, and
recording history. The podcast incorporates radio program-style dramatizations with solid historical
research to tell good stories at the same time that it explores the broader theme of “who killed truth.” –
Amy Lucadamo, College Archivist
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Last Seen
This fascinating true-crime podcast entitled Last Seen is a 2018 joint production of the Boston Globe and
public radio station WBUR. In 10 parts it details the history of, and efforts to recover, 13 irreplaceable
works of art stolen from the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston in 1990. This art heist, which
occurred in just 81 minutes, deprived the museum of several of its greatest treasures including Vermeer’s
The Concert (1663-6) and Rembrandt’s Christ in the Storm in the Sea of Galilee (1666). The podcast leads the
listener through the art world and into the underworld to describe the efforts made by law enforcement
officers to follow lines of inquiry. While the fate of the works remains a mystery to this day, no stone is
being left unturned. – Mary Wootton, Conservator
MusicalSplaining
Want something light and goofy? Musical lover Lindsay Ellis and musical hater Kaveh Taherian watch and
discuss Broadway musicals old and new, with glimpses into the history of these shows and a rotating
group of guest hosts. What started as a joke has turned into a legitimately entertaining series of chats
among friends that are fun to listen in on—whether or not you like musicals! – Mary Elmquist, Scholarly
Communications Librarian
99% Invisible
These 25- to 40-minute episodes are a mainstay on my daily walks. 99% Invisible focuses on the often
unseen architectural and design details that allow us to navigate and enjoy our constructed world. Recent
episodes have focused on everything from Scottish peat moss bogs as carbon sinks to fight climate
change, to interpreting the symbols on tombstones, and how superstitions have informed architecture
around the world. – Clint Baugess, Research, Instruction, and Information Literacy Librarian
Scene on Radio
This podcast is produced by the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University. Season 2,
“Seeing White,” examines what it means to be white in America. Season 3 focuses on the origins of
patriarchy. Season 4, “The Land That Never Has Been Yet,” explores the concept of American democracy.
Every episode is illuminating, informative, and thought-provoking. If you’re trying to figure out how the
U.S. became the country we are in 2020, this is an accessible and enlightening introduction. – Janelle
Wertzberger, Assistant Dean and Director of Scholarly Communications
This Week in Virology
This podcast is often pandemic-related (but not always), and provides scientifically backed arguments.
I also appreciate how the hosts discuss research articles as they come out, evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the studies, and ask questions about the results. – Meggan Smith, Research & Instruction
Librarian
You’re Wrong About
Journalist Michael Hobbes and author Sarah Marshall take a deep dive into a wide
variety of cultural, historical, and social topics to address misconceptions and
debunk popular falsehoods—everything from Marie Antoinette to the Ford
Pinto. I learn something new with every episode. – Mary Elmquist, Scholarly
Communications Librarian
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BOOKSHELF
African American Writers
Thanks to a faculty member’s eagle-eye and a generous donor, the
library now owns a unique 1942 first edition of Zora Neale Hurston’s
Dust Tracks on a Road: An Autobiography. Better still, the flyleaf is signed
by Maya Angelou with a simple expression: “Joy!”
In her fiction, Hurston (1891-1960) wrote of racial struggle in the
American South. English Professor Suzanne Flynn spotted her
autobiography, with its original dust jacket, for sale. She thought
it would be ideal for her first year seminar, “Shakespeare’s Sisters:
Women’s Literature in English” where she wants students to consider
the impact of gender on the creative process.
For the Special Collections portion of her assignment, Flynn had
already identified a number of rare books, but the library had little
to offer in terms of African-American women writers. Hurston’s
autobiography fit the bill. However, the cost of the first edition put it
out of reach.
By lucky coincidence, William Couzens, father of 2016 Gettysburg graduate
Marion Couzens, organized a tour of Special Collections for several friends who
were interested in seeing our Civil War and World War I artifacts up close. One
friend, Maggie Bryant, so enjoyed her visit that she sent a generous donation
to support the library’s work in connecting students with history. Bryant’s gift,
along with contributions from Friends of the Library and the Thomas Cooper
endowment, made the purchase of Dust Tracks on a Road possible.
Other early editions of books and pamphlets in Special Collections by
African American writers include: Children Coming Home by Gwendolyn
Brooks (1991); Once: Poems by Alice Walker (1968); The Ways of White Folks
(1934) and A Pictorial History of the Negro in America (1956) by Langston
Hughes; The Movement: Documentary of a Struggle for Equality (1964) by
Lorraine Hansberry and Candle-lightin’ Time (1901) by Paul Laurence Dunbar.
The collection also includes three publications by W.E.B DuBois, The Philadelphia Negro: a Social Study.
(1899); The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1961 edition of the 1903 work) and a 1907 study
entitled Economic Co-operation among Negro Americans.
Special Collections is also home to two works by agricultural scientist and inventor, George Washington
Carver: Experiments with Sweet Potatoes (1898) and How to Grow the Peanut and 105 Ways of Preparing It for
Human Consumption. (1925).
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When Gettysburg Students Graced the Cover 		
of a National Magazine
By Michael J. Birkner
Professor of History
Serious times, serious faces on the American
Most of those pictured did not know one
campus. That’s the immediate takeaway from
another. They were recruited by Donald Smith
the striking cover of Nation’s Business magazine
’71, who appears on the second row, far right.
published in May 1970—the most explosive month
At the time, Smith was deeply engaged in final
of a searing decade of conflict and change in
preparations for Symposium 70. Bringing a
the USA. As the issue went out to subscribers,
national magazine to campus was part of Smith’s
two notable events
plan for showcasing
Fifty
years
ago,
Gettysburg
College
was
a
place
unsettled a nation
the remarkable
where students were more engaged in the public constellation of talent
already coming
apart over American
that he, Geoff Curtiss
sphere than they had been before or since.
commitments in
‘70, Steve Nowlan ‘72,
Southeast Asia. On April 30, President Richard
and their peers on the executive committee of
M. Nixon announced that he had ordered an
Symposium 70 brought to Gettysburg’s campus
“incursion” into Cambodia to root out Communist
for three days in March 1970.
forces there, widening an unpopular war. College
campuses, including Kent State University’s campus
In a 2019 interview, Smith explained how the
in Ohio, were inflamed.
photo shoot happened. The editors at Nation’s
Business, he recalled, wanted to produce a cover
On May 4, in a confrontation with an inexperienced
story about student attitudes and asked Smith if
cohort of Ohio National Guardsmen, four Kent
he could assemble students for this purpose. He
State students were killed by the Guard and nine
said he could.
more were wounded. The inflammation turned
into an explosion of protest in much of the nation.
“I went and recruited a bunch of my friends, and I
Marches and other protests, including occupation of
was trying to get a cross-section of people. I knew
administrative buildings, occurred in various places.
we wanted ten people or so, so I grabbed people
off the sidewalk [in front of the Student Union
At Gettysburg College, faculty overwhelmingly
Building] and pulled them in.” The magazine’s
passed a resolution denouncing Nixon’s invasion,
photographer was there and conducted the
and offered students freedom from writing final
shoot, which most likely occurred outdoors, as
papers and exams if they wished to protest the war.
evidenced by Mimi Koehl’s windblown hair.
Hundreds did.
I first saw this image eight years later, when I
But the intensity of the activism gradually waned as
returned to campus to teach history and visited
the summer break loomed. By fall 1970, as a new
Professor Norman Forness at his home on East
academic year dawned, the president substantially
Stevens Street. Forness had framed the cover
reduced draft calls. Few observers expected it at
and hung it in his first-floor hallway. It grabbed
the time, but peak protest was now in the past.
me immediately and sparked conversation, but
until the 50th anniversary of the shoot I did not
The powerful image of Gettysburg College students
follow up, except occasionally to glance at a dull
that you see adjacent to this article was produced
copy that I had placed in my files.
two months prior to the mass protests of May 1970.
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In the past few months, Archives Assistant Devin
McKinney and I have been identifying as best we
can the students pictured. Some of them—Beth
Keenan ’70, Albert “Bud” Markhart ’73, and Susan
Walton ’70—have passed away. The female student
pictured lower left we have been unable to identify.
If you recognize her, or know how we can reach
Paul Augustine ’74 or David Frizzell ’75, we would
appreciate hearing from you. We seek more stories

about the cover shoot, Symposium 70, and
reaction to the events of May 1970.
Fifty years ago, Gettysburg College was a place
where students were more engaged in the public
sphere than they had been before or since. It
was a contentious but also an exciting time. The
image on Nation’s Business’s May 1970 cover
effectively captures this frisson.

(Top row): Paul Augustine, Sue Walton, Mimi Koehl, Dave Frizzell, Bob Carmany
(Middle row): Chris Doherty, Robert Waldman, Don Smith
(Bottom row): Unknown woman, Bud Markhart, Beth Keenan, Mark Kiefaber
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On the Ground: Bloody Sunday
Special Collections and College Archives recently acquired a three-page document detailing the “Bloody
Sunday” Selma-to-Montgomery march of March 7, 1965. As the Civil Rights marchers left Selma on
Highway 80 via the Edmund Pettus Bridge, they were met by a force of local whites, mounted officers from
the sheriff’s department, and state troopers armed with tear gas. The officers gassed, beat, whipped,
and trampled the non-violent marchers when they knelt to pray on the bridge. The leader of the march,
Georgia Congressman John Lewis, died on July 17 of this year, after a long career of fighting for equality
and representation.
Our typewritten, legal-sized pages (excerpt below) detail in 2-15 minute intervals how Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) leaders John Lewis and Bob Mants, and Hosea Williams of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), organized over 600 marchers, and how they were attacked. It
is a first-person account of the action, documented as SNCC workers called into a Wide Area Telephone
Line Service (WATS) line to report what was happening in real time. SNCC operators at central field offices
transcribed the phone calls. This document is a stage-2 WATS report— a compilation of different calls
from different people throughout the day. SNCC press releases that went out to national media outlets
and reports to the Justice Department following the Bloody Sunday violence included this information.
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Family Donates Invaluable WWI Collection
Last night was distinctly eventful as we were in for the full blast of
a gas attack, aimed mostly at the Battalion next door, but they
made a solitary attempt to get into our trench. However, we threw a
couple of dozen bombs at them & they didn’t get in. They got in next
door however, where they had a much better chance, as the ground
was very much cut up between the two lines which are only about 50
yards apart there, but were promptly ejected. I suppose by now the
Censor will have blue pencilled the whole letter, but perhaps if he will
consider how difficult it is to get anything to write about, he will allow
a little license on such an occasion as this.
This excerpt is from a letter that British officer H.J.C. “Jack” Peirs
sent to his mother on April 30, 1916, describing an assault by
German soldiers.
Peirs goes on to describe conditions in the trenches that
evening, including the discomfort of wearing the gas mask for
any length of time, caring for casualties, and fighting off rats. Of the poisonous gas he writes, “The gas
simply burns up all the vegetation where it is strongest & the whole of No Mans Land where it came
over is now absolutely withered. Down here 800 yards back the fields are not burnt, but have quite lost
their freshness & one might easily have been moved on into the middle of September from the look of
the fields.”
Peirs served from 1915 to 1919, fighting in every major campaign waged by the British Army on the
Western Front. He was a prolific correspondent, writing home weekly to members of his family.
Until recently, Peirs’s letters were on loan to Special Collections. “We set up the site www.jackpeirs.org
to include images, line-by-line transcriptions, links out to other websites with supporting information,
contextual commentary, a family tree and biographical information, and interactive maps,” explained
College Archivist Amy Lucadamo, Class of 2000.
Staff also created a social media presence on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter to promote the letters
as they were released, one at a time, on the anniversary of the day in which Peirs composed each letter
home. The First World War Letters of H.J.C. Peirs is the longest-running Digital Humanities project at
Gettysburg College, and has always involved students at every level.
Marco Dracopoli, Class of 2014, and Jack Peirs’s great-grandson, first shared his ancestor’s letters with
Professor Ian Isherwood, Class of 2000, and was instrumental in finding a home for the Peirs collection
at Gettysburg College. In December 2019, Marco and his parents, Nicholas Dracopoli and Diane Zorich,
donated the H.J.C. Peirs manuscript collection to Musselman Library, including nearly 300 letters from the
front line. “The family has been unwaveringly supportive of the Peirs project,” said Lucadamo, disclosing
that they continued to add to the collection with newfound trench maps, or packets of papers found
tucked into a box in the back of a closet. She added, “For the Dracopoli family, the appeal of donating the
letters to Musselman Library was that students would learn from them.”
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GettDigital: Imaginary Life on the High Seas
Lizzie Hobbs ’21, Diane
Werley Smith intern, spent
this fall cataloging sea
monsters. That’s right.
Most days you will
find Hobbs in the
Special Collections
Reading room with antique
maps spread out around her,
carefully recording depictions of fantastic maritime
creatures that appear in the waters between
continents.
As it turns out, the Stuckenberg Map collection is
fertile ground for interesting art elements. There
are mythological beasts with fins and horns
swimming alongside three-mast ships. In addition
to sea serpents, Hobbs is also cataloging instances
of Greek and Roman gods, indigenous peoples,
landmarks, topographical elements, and intricate
historical scenes such as the arrival of Europeans in
the “New World,” found on some of the 17th and 18th
century maps.
Hobbs records her metadata in the GettDigital
database, thus creating new avenues for studying
old maps. We asked Hobbs to tell us about her
latest project.
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•

What is the oldest map you
have handled? Mid- to late- 16th
century, around 1580.

•

Describe the most interesting
image you have found. These
maps are amazing pieces of
artisanship; an incredible amount of
time and care went into each one.
In some cases, it almost appears as
though the creator was so caught
up in the decoration that they forgot
to add much of an actual map at
all. My favorite example is an early
19th century map of Kent, England,
by Albrecht Carl Seutter (see image

below). The majority of the page is taken up
by an elaborate drawing of the god Neptune,
pulled by chariot through the sea. The
actual map consists only of two small pieces
of land on two of the corners, very much
overshadowed by the ornate decoration in
the center of the page.
•

Tell us more about sea monsters. What
did people believe awaited them out
on the sea? For this project, I have been
classifying a sea monster as a marine
creature that does not fit the description of
any known animal.
There is a long history of maps having lessthan-accurate depictions of people and
animals. There are also monstrous-looking
creatures that were supposed to portray
normal animals like dolphins or whales. We
often see old maps featuring the phrase
“Here there be dragons...” along the edges, to
denote that explorers were not sure what lay
beyond the horizon. What today we know to
be the giant squid and blue whale were often
depicted with mythological traits like wings,
giant sets of fangs, or multiple tails.

From a modern lens, we see these as humorous
errors. For me, it has been very interesting
to see just how little the mapmakers may
have actually known about the creatures that
inhabited the waters they travelled.
•

Are you looking at the map’s cartouche
for noteworthy art elements? Absolutely!
The cartouches, particularly those ranging
from the mid-17th to mid-18th century, are
rich with illustrations. One of the ones that I
have found the most interesting is a 1792 map
of Pennsylvania by Reading Howell. Instead
of being surrounded by flora and fauna, or
standard ornamental motifs, this cartouche is
encircled by 18th century farming equipment
and tools.

•

Will your catalog support a particular class? 
We are hoping that this will be useful in many
courses. Last year I took a Baroque art history
course and I researched Dutch maritime culture
in art. The catalog that we are creating would
have been a very helpful resource. It will also
help students who are looking at how European
cultures perceived and depicted Native people
from North America. I also believe it will be
useful in demonstrating the artistry that went
into pre-20th century cartography. These are
not just geographical/navigational resources;
they are excellent examples of artistry.

Hobbs is a History major with minors in Art History,
Civil War Era Studies, and Public History.

from the dean (continued from page 2)
McKinney is also responsible for articles about the Knoxville Exchange (1965-1969), the history of the
Black Student Union, and African-American speakers and performers at the College.
Gettysburg College has come a long way from the days when a southern-born, long-serving president
made sure that no African American students could matriculate here, and when it seemed that
Gettysburg had a quota of up to three black students per entering class. Like so many small colleges,
Gettysburg has broken the crust of longstanding customs and made good-faith efforts to build a more
diverse student body, staff, and faculty, and to build a greater sense of respect and trust on campus. This
is, however, unfinished work.
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